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Keynes and the Neoclassical Synthesis 1998-08-20
this book is a critical assessment of the neoclassical synthesis long regarded as the standard interpretation of keynes it offers a fresh interpretation of
keynes and makes an important contribution to post keynesian economics

The New Psychology of Language 2017-07-05
this book which gathers in one place the theories of 10 leading cognitive and functional linguists represents a new approach that may define the next
era in the history of psychology it promises to give psychologists a new appreciation of what this variety of linguistics can offer their study of language
and communication in addition it provides cognitive functional linguists new models for presenting their work to audiences outside the boundaries of
traditional linguistics thus it serves as an excellent text for courses in psycholinguistics and appeal to students and researchers in cognitive science
and functional linguistics

Deviant Logic, Fuzzy Logic 1996-12-15
initially proposed as rivals of classical logic alternative logics have become increasingly important in areas such as computer science and artificial
intelligence fuzzy logic in particular has motivated major technological developments in recent years susan haack s deviant logic provided the first
extended examination of the philosophical consequences of alternative logics in this new volume haack includes the complete text of deviant logic as
well as five additional papers that expand and update it two of these essays critique fuzzy logic while three augment deviant logic s treatment of
deduction and logical truth haack also provides an extensive new foreword brief introductions to the new essays and an updated bibliography of
recent work in these areas deviant logic fuzzy logic will be indispensable to students of philosophy philosophy of science linguistics mathematics and
computer science and will also prove invaluable to experienced scholars working in these fields

Feminist Research Methods 2019-04-02
feminist inquiry has affected the nature of research in ail the social and natural sciences over the past decade but much contemporary writing on
feminist methods simply offers a critique of traditional methods this book one of the first to offer a practical guide to conducting research informed by
feminist methods is based on the premise that abstract discussion of methodological issues is most meaningful and instructive in conjunction with
examples of actual research a comprehensive and far reaching introduction defines feminist research and explains how it differs from traditional
methodology in the social and natural sciences in a beautifully clear style dr nielsen guides the reader through a number of philosophy of science
history of science and sociology of knowledge issues that are fundamental to understanding the nature of scientific method in its traditional sense and



the role of feminist scholarship in the larger intellectual movement that is transforming and redefining scientific methodology part one presents the
best of feminist commentary on both feminist and traditional methods part two consists of readings that illustrate particular feminist methods
including oral history linguistic analysis feminist anthropology informed by feminist literary criticism and reinterpretation and reanalysis of empirical
data from a feminist perspective substantive issues addressed in the readings include women s suffrage in the united states women as shamans sex
differences in suicide rates sex differences in cognitive abilities gender dominance through conversation gender and public policy and public private
sphere dichotomies

On Becoming a Biologist 2004-01-01
we share a common bond with even the most bizarre beetle of the peruvian rain forest asserts john janovy jr a belief in that common bond might in
fact be the most fundamental characteristic of a biologist and biologists see the worth of a plant or an animal not in monetary terms but in its
contribution to our understanding of life the famous naturalist brings a humanist s vision to this superbly written book on becoming a biologist is
grounded in reality cognizant of practical matters education and jobs as well as the ideals that inform the profession a reverence for life and a
responsibility to humankind and its future janovy draws on his experiences as a graduate and postdoctoral student on his rewarding relationships with
teachers and on his fieldwork as a naturalist this edition includes new information throughout the book regarding pertinent events issues and changes
in technology

Economic Philosophy 2008
the book investigates the relationship between the economic and political writings of four seminal authors adam smith karl marx joseph a schumpeter
and john m keynes it underlines how in their works the nexus between ethics economics and politics has produced four exemplary solutions they
represent the most relevant modern formulations of the idea of political interest to which the philosophical and political debate constantly returns as
the thought of carl schmitt hannah arendt and michel foucault demonstrates the author discusses the different interpretations by considering
economic science not as a natural but as moral and political science

The New Economy and Macroeconomic Stability 2013-03-07
the past decade has seen many leading economies especially the us undergo profound structural transformations departing from the standard theories
employed to explain this phenomenon here author togati provides the first broad analysis of the new economy in this book the first to look at the new
economy from a post keynesian post modern perspective he focuses on its macroeconomic implications presenting a more balanced view than that
provided by orthodox neoclassical analysis and studying the interaction of key variables such as information technology globalization the increasing
significance of intangibles and financial markets this ground breaking book utilizes a neo modern perspective drawing on complexity theory to



advance the study of the stability and dynamic behaviour of economic systems togati utilizes the calvino labels to identify new empirical evidence and
examines the implications for global stability based on new classical macroeconomics and keynsian theory the analysis developed in this book has
important practical and policy implications for the new economy making this book essential reading for students academics and practitioners in this
field

Keynes's General Theory, the Rate of Interest and Keynesian' Economics 2016-01-12
this book argues that keynesian economists have betrayed keynes theory and policy conclusions and that the world has been misled about those
policies keynesians have focused attention on policies for dealing with effects of economic failure as they arise whereas keynes was concerned with
the cause and then the prevention of economic failure

Criticisms of Classical Political Economy 2012-08-06
the role of the german historical school and of carl menger founder of the austrian school is appraised in this new book this important period of the
history of economics is vital to understand how the discipline developed over the next half century gilles campagnolo has produced an impressive
original work which makes use of rarely seen research by carl menger and as such this book will be of interest across several discplines including
history of economic thought economic methodology philosophy of science and the history of ideas

The Rise of Political Economy in the Scottish Enlightenment 2005-06-27
presenting original research by prominent scholars this book provides the first comprehensive survey of the rise and progress of political economy as
an integral part of the scottish enlightenment

Hayek and Popper 2014-10-30
karl popper and friedrich von hayek are remembered as two of the twentieth century s greatest proponents of open society however over the years
hayek s ideas have tended to be favoured over popper s in both academic and political discussions this book aims to improve understanding of popper
s and hayek s philosophies by explaining their differences and whilst doing so to encourage liberal political philosophers to take a better informed and
more sympathetic look at popper s ideas about open society popper and hayek differed in subtle but fundamental ways about rationality economism
and democracy they thus differed about whether and to what extent society is well served by deliberate attempts at social engineering and
government intervention in the economy they also differed about whether democracy is better served by institutions designed to elect the best leaders



or by institutions designed to protect us against the leaders we elect and they differed perhaps most importantly about whether we should value
freedom as a means to prosperity or an end in itself this book argues that hayek s views about rationality economism and democracy are
fundamentally at odds with popper s3 4 and perhaps even with open society itself and that the unintended consequences of hayek s views may
actually pose a threat to popper s vision of a liberal and free open society

The Minor Marshallians and Alfred Marshall 2013-03-01
alfred marshall professor of economics at cambridge university 1885 1908 produced a distinguished a distinguished crop of students many of them
leaders in the economics profession in subsequent generations pigou keynes and denis robertson are undoubtedly the most famous of these marshall
pupils but there were many more even if more minor forces in the development of early twentieth century economics this book intends to examine the
major work of ten of these minor marshallians sydney john chapman 1871 1951 john harold clapham 1873 1946 charles ryle fay 1884 1961 alfred
william flux 1867 1942 frederick lavington 1881 1927 walter thomas layton 1884 1966 david huchinson macgregor 1827 1953 joseph shield nicholson
1850 1927 charles percy sanger 1871 1930 and gerald francis shove 1888 1947 to name them in alphabetical order the broad aim of this book is to
evaluate the more important contributions of these minor marshallians by selective examination of their major economic work that evaluation has at
least two dimensions first it focuses on the significance of the author s individual contributions to the development of twentieth century economic
thought secondly it attempts to assess the marshallian credentials of these contributions in order to indicate how marshallian in their economics these
pupils of marshall s economics teaching actually stayed

A History of Econometrics in France 2007-03-22
this text challenges the traditional view of the history of econometrics and provides a more complete story in doing so the book sheds light on the
hitherto under researched contribution of french thinkers to econometrics fascinating and authoritative it is a comprehensive overview of what went
on to be one of the defining subsets within t

Money and Markets 2007-04-11
this book brings together fourteen essays by leading authors in the field of economics to explore the relationship between money and markets
throughout economic theory and history providing readers with the key to understanding fundamental issues in monetary theory and other important
debates in contemporary economics addressing this popular and topical area in economic discussion and debate an impressive array of contributors
including meghnad desai charles goodhart and john davis examine the theory policy and history of economics in the usa europe and japan the subjects
covered include the history of economic thought money and banking monetary economics poverty modern economic history this volume is essential
reading for postdoctoral researchers and historians of economic thought across the globe



Economics, Economists and Expectations 2004-07-31
the concept of rational expectations has played a hugely important role in economics over the years dealing with the origins and development of
modern approaches to expectations in micro and macroeconomics this book makes use of primary sources and previously unpublished material from
such figures as hicks hawtrey and hart the accounts of the founding fathers of the models themselves are also presented here for the first time the
authors trace the development of different approaches to expectations from the likes of hayek morgenstern and coase right up to more modern
theorists such as friedman patinkin phelps and lucas the startling conclusion that there was no rational expectations revolution is articulated
supported and defended with impressive clarity and authority a necessity for economists across the world this book will deserve its place upon many
an academic bookshelf

German Utility Theory 2013-11-07
there is a standard belief that the modern theory of marginal utility originated in the uk with jevons germany with gossen austria with menger and
france with walras in this new book john chipman introduces new english translations of important writings from german economists such as rau
hildebrand roscher and knies showing that the introduction of this concept originated with them this ground breaking book comes with a long
introduction from john chipman analysing the theory

Political Economy and Liberalism in France 2011-03-04
the purpose of this book is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the work of frédéric bastiat 1801 1850 one of the towering intellectual figures of
nineteenth century france more than anyone else of his time bastiat personified the struggle of liberalism and science against socialism and utopia
between 1844 in 1850 his campaign for the idea of liberty and his commitment to the discipline of political economy made him one of the most
vigorous champions of economic liberalism in france bastiat put forth one of the most ambitious interpretations of the liberalism of his time one that
entailed both a critique of primitive socialism and a concern to provide political economy with a theoretical foundation his thinking is far more
sophisticated than would appear at first glance nor can it be confined as so many commentators would have us believe to its strictly economic
dimension the themes that bastiat addressed free trade competition labour among others certainly helped to reduce it to this dimension yet he did not
limit himself to these issues even if he dealt with them at length he also paid close attention to the political moral social and religious dimensions
coming as bastiat s writing did at a decisive moment in the history of french liberalism the very existence of his work explodes the long standing
received idea to the effect that liberalism and in particular economic liberalism is the exclusive domain of anglo saxon countries bastiat s work thus
offers a solid rebuttal to hayek who proclaimed the total absence of a liberal tradition in france this book should be of interest to students and
researchers of many strands of economics as well as those looking at french liberalism and the history of social science more generally



Knut Wicksell on the Causes of Poverty and It's Remedy 2012
knut wicksell is arguably the greatest swedish social scientist of all time and poverty was a theme that occupied him all his life indeed it was probably
wicksell s interest in poverty that was the critical factor in drawing him away from his purely mathematical background towards a greater
understanding of the social sciences as a whole in this outstanding volume mats lundahl one of the world s leading development economists examines
wicksell s thinking in the area of poverty and shows the importance of his contributions to this field

Organisms and Personal Identity 2016-04-14
over his philosophical career david wiggins has produced a body of work that though varied and wide ranging stands as a coherent and carefully
integrated whole in this book ferner examines wiggins conceptualist realism his sortal theory d and his human being theory in order to assess how far
these elements of his systematic metaphysics connect in addition to rectifying misinterpretations and analysing the relations between wiggins works
ferner reveals the importance of the philosophy of biology to wiggins approach this book elucidates the biological anti reductionism present in wiggins
work and highlights how this stance stands as a productive alternative to emergentism with an analysis of wiggins construal of substances specifically
organisms the book goes on to discuss how wiggins brings together the concept of a person with the concept of a natural substance or human being
an extensive introduction to the work of david wiggins as well as a contribution to the dialogue between personal identity theorists and philosophers
of biology this book will appeal to students and scholars working in the areas of philosophy biology and the history of anglophone metaphysics

Keynes, Sraffa, and the Criticism of Neoclassical Theory 2012-05-23
heinz kurz is recognised internationally as a leading economic theorist and a foremost historian of economic thought this book pays tribute to his
outstanding contributions on the occasion of his 65th birthday by bringing together a unique collection of new essays by distinguished economists
from around the world keynes sraffa and the criticism of neoclassical theory comprises twenty three essays covering themes in keynesian economic
theory in the development of the modern classical approach to economic theory linear production models and the critique of neoclassical theory the
essays in this book will be an invaluable source of inspiration for economists interested in economic theory and in the evolution of economic thought
they will also be of interest to postgraduate and research students specialising in economic theory and in the history of economic thought

The Social Economics of Jean-Baptiste Say 2002-01-31
this book uses archival and published sources to place say in context at the confluence of several major currents in social philosophy the say that
emerges from this study is far from being the one dimensional popularizer of smith and proponent of libertarian ideology that he is often depicted as



rather he is an eighteenth century republican trying to knit togther support for free markets and industrial development with a profound respect for
the importance of the legislator the administrator and the educator in the creation and maintenance of civil society

Money and Exchange 2006-09-27
whether a theoretical system is realistic or not has been a concern in economics particularly in monetary theory over the past century following john r
hicks proposal that a realistic monetary theory could be constructed along an evolutionary path starting with the workings of a real market this
volume considers whether we can look to the medieval economy as the point of departure drawing upon the work of aristotle scholastic economists
adam smith karl marx william stanley jevons léon walras and many modern monetary theorists this intriguing book provides a critical analysis of some
basic theories of monetary analysis concentrating primarily on certain fundamental building blocks it covers the theory and mathematical properties
of barter and monetary relations the distinction between barter and monetary relations and money and non money commodities the concept of
exchange as an equation and the notion of the exchange relation as a relation of equality this groundbreaking study dispels some of the old myths and
conjectures concerning money and exchange and opens up the way for the development of new approaches both realistic and evolutionary of interest
to researchers and students of the history of monetary theory and economic thought

Money, Time and Rationality in Max Weber 2013-12-19
this unique study into the roots of max weber s political economy is an intriguing read and a valuable contribution to the weberian literature parsons
argues that weber s analysis is highly influenced by the austrian school of economics and the relationship between his critique of centrally planned
economies and that of mises

Evaluating Adam Smith 2006-10-16
adam smith is well recognized as the forefather of modern economics but his success can be attributed not only to what he wrote but also to his use of
language in this exciting new book willie henderson shows how smith engaged creatively in writing about the economy and analyzes the extent to
which he tried to ensure that the reader is drawn into the text and informed by it demonstrating analysis methods that are helpful to new researchers
on smith s works evaluating adam smith sets his work in the cultural context of the eighteenth century and explores the lexical and conceptual inter
relations between smith and the sources he consulted issues explored include smith s use of irony and his work in the context of wealth virtue and
happiness as presented in the moral sentiments and the wealth of nations henderson s informative study employs the literary techniques of close
reading and close textual analysis and applies them to sustained passages of smith s writing



Classical Economics and Modern Theory 2005-08-12
in this thought provoking book well known economists kurz and salvadori cover original findings and new vistas on old problems they cover
alternative interpretations of classical economists new growth theory the relationship between sraffian theory and von neumann the treatment of
capital in neoclassical long period theory incorporating cutting edge research and new work this book will be of great interest to those working in the
field of the history of economic thought

The Canon in the History of Economics 2000-03-09
this book represents the first critical attempt to incorporate the question of the canon in the history of economics into contemporary scholarly debate
it discusses how the canon is formed perpetuated interpreted and re interpreted

Reinterpreting the Keynesian Revolution 2013
taking its cue from a well established tradition of work from history of science studies this book provides a coherent account of why the revolution in
macroeconomics was keynesian

Money and Banking in Jean-Baptiste Say's Economic Thought 2013-01-17
the aim of this work is to make available to english language readers a translation of jean baptiste say s main texts on money and banking which were
not at present accessible in english the work includes chapters from his books taking into account the variants between the different editions articles
and hitherto unpublished manuscripts comprehension of these different texts is facilitated by an introduction designed to place them in their context
and by a chronological table giving the main events of say s life and editorial activity in parallel with the main political economic and monetary events
of the time

Evolution of Austrian Economics 2002-01-04
this book argues against the dominant orthodoxy in the history of economic thought for the originality of carl menger s contribution to the
development of the austrian school of economics situating the evolution of menger s thought in the tradition of classical political economy the author
documents the emergence of a mengerian logic and its contribution to the formation of a distinctly austrian tradition of economics in its bold
elucidation of the shaping of a tradition in economic thought tradition and innovation in austrian economics provides a fresh and challenging



perspective on the austrian school which will be of interest to researchers in austrian economics and the history of economic thought

Civil Happiness 2006-04-18
this impressive volume presents an historical review of the evolution of economic thought bruni offers a significant contribution for a new season of
studies on happiness and sociality in economics

Leading Contemporary Economists 2008-10-03
this book describes the important contributions of several contemporary economic figures including recent nobel laureates describing their work and
putting it into an historical perspective these chapters explain how their work constitutes a major contribution to the discipline of economics and how
it has broadened economic science co editor of the review of political economy steven pressman has gathered together for the first time key chapters
from the journal discussing major figures such as amartya sen joseph stiglitz john kenneth galbraith thomas schelling edmund phelps and robert
mundell this volume is significant to the extent that it combines the study of the work of nobel laureates with the perspective of heterodox economists
including a comprehensive bibliography for the work of each economist covered

Fighting Market Failure 2012-03-12
this collection brings together fifteen essays published between 1994 and 2008 which all look into the contribution of a remarkable group of
economists known as the cambridge school or the cambridge keynesians the people involved are better defined as a group rather than a school to
denote not adhesion to a common body of doctrine but rather the idea of both cohesion and sharing this collection focuses on keynes kahn j robinson
and sraffa who all shared in the physical space and lifestyle of the university of cambridge the bond between them was intellectual partnership a
recognised common ground dialogue and acceptance of criticism some of the essays in this collection address the content as well as the method and
style of the type of economics associated with the cambridge tradition at the very core of which those economists stand the first section opens with a
chapter presenting the group within the physical and metaphorical place which was cambridge and the remaining five chapters centre on the life and
work of each economist the second section has papers looking at them in pairs as it were and revolves around the theme of their collaboration in
various intellectual achievements in particular the opening piece makes the rather bold point that the road to the general theory was not a solitary
path in other two papers much is said of sraffa s intellectual isolation in cambridge and the difficulty of communication with joan robinson the
chapters in the third section take up aspects of their theories and approaches which justify the importance and relevance of the cambridge tradition in
economics this book should be of interest to students and researchers within the history of economics and economic thought particularly those
focussing on the cambridge or keynesian traditions



Marshall's Evolutionary Economics 2003-08-29
alfred marshall was one of the most important economists ever to have lived this excellent new book from a marshall expert respected the world over
attempts to show that marshall anticipated some of the views that are now associated with the cognitive sciences examining marshall s philosophy of
the human mind his overall approach to economics his concern for socio economic issues and the fertility of his framework this book breathes fresh
life into the fascinating world of marshallian economics

The Making of the Classical Theory of Economic Growth 2010-09-13
this book collects together for the first time anthony brewer s work on the origins and development of the theory of economic growth from the late
eighteenth century and looking at how it came to dominate economic thinking in the nineteenth century brewer argues that many of the earliest
proponents of economics growth theory had no concept of it as a continuing theory this book looks at many of the key players such as smith hume
ferguson steuart turgot west and rae and is tied together with a rigorous introduction and a new chapter on capital accumulation

French Liberalism in the 19th Century 2012
political and economic liberalism has generally been considered to be of marginal import in france but at an intellectual level it is a different story in
this important new collection robert leroux brings together key works both from widely regarded and lesser known authors whose thinking
constituted the core of a singular intellectual movement

The Economic Reader 2012-08-06
the book studies the origins and evolution of economic textbooks in the nineteenth and early twentieth century up to the turning point represented by
paul samuelson s economics 1948 which became the template for all the textbooks of the postwar period the case studies included in the book cover a
large part of europe the british commonwealth the united states and japan each chapter examines various types of textbooks from those aimed at self
education to those addressed to university students secondary school students to the short manuals aimed at the popularisation of political economy
among workers and the middle classes an introductory chapter examines this phenomenon in a comparative and transnational perspective

The Origins of David Hume's Economics 2010-10-04
the book covers hume s biographical development his self appraisal as a man of letters his philosophical writings with emphasis on their direct and



indirect economic content his self aware criticism of his approach to the treatise and the development of his rhetorical understanding of the needs
interests of his readers potential readers his rhetorical turn and ciceronian adjustments to his writing within the genre of the essay including his two
enquiries his political essays and his nine essays conventionally classified as economic the work aims to show how the treatise and its vicissitudes
gave rise to his economics the work takes a broad approach to hume and his writings on economic topics from the treatise through the enquires and
on to his political and economic essay the work also explores hume s textual method and charts the move from abstruse philosophy to a ciceronian
engagement with social conditions and problems as developed in the political discourses in addition hume s extensive use of analogies is also brought
into clearer focus than is found in other texts overall the book will be of great use to both postgraduates and undergraduates alike

1998 2013-05-08
annually published since 1930 the international bibliography of historical sciences ibohs is an international bibliography of the most important
historical monographs and periodical articles published throughout the world which deal with history from the earliest to the most recent times the
works are arranged systematically according to period region or historical discipline and within this classification alphabetically the bibliography
contains a geographical index and indexes of persons and authors

The Development of Economics in Japan 2014-04-11
this book covers the development of economics in japan from the inter war period to the 2000s focusing on the international theoretical contributions
of japanese economists the first focal point is the international contributions of japanese economists before and after world war ii the second focal
point is the controversies concerning macroeconomic policies in japan in the period of the great depressions in the 1930s and the period of japanese
great stagnation in the 1990s and the early 2000s in short economics in japan is considered from both a theoretical and a policy oriented point of view
the intimate relationship between economic theory thought and policy is also fully examined as well as the development of both academic and non
academic practical japanese economics and the influence of marx walras keynes fisher and cassell

Macroeconomics and the History of Economic Thought 2012-03-29
the essays in this festschrift have been chosen to honour harald hagemann and his scientific work they reflect his main contributions to economic
research and his major fields of interest the essays in the first part deal with various aspects within the history of economic thought the second part is
about the current state of macroeconomics the essays in the third part of the book cover topics on economic growth and structural dynamics
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